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Abstract
The cross-section for the process e+e− → W+W− has been measured with
the data sample collected by DELPHI at an average centre-of-mass energy of
189 GeV and corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 155 pb−1. Based on
the 2392 events selected as WW candidates, the cross-section for the doubly
resonant process e+e− →W+W− has been measured to be 15.83±0.38 (stat)±
0.20 (syst) pb. The branching fractions of theW decay were also measured and
found to be in good agreement with the Standard Model expectation. From
these a value of the CKM mixing matrix element |Vcs| = 1.001± 0.040 (stat)±
0.020 (syst) was derived.
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11 Introduction
The cross-section for the doubly resonant production of W bosons has been mea-
sured with the data sample collected by DELPHI at the average centre-of-mass energy of
188.63±0.04 GeV. Depending on the decay mode of each W boson, fully hadronic, mixed
hadronic-leptonic (“semileptonic”) or fully leptonic final states were obtained, for which
the Standard Model branching fractions are 45.6%, 43.9% and 10.5%, respectively. The
detector was essentially unchanged compared to previous years and detailed descriptions
of the DELPHI apparatus and its performance can be found in [1,2]. The luminosity was
measured using the Small Angle Tile Calorimeter [3]. The total integrated luminosity cor-
responds to 155 pb−1; its systematic error is estimated to be ±0.6%, which is dominated
by the experimental uncertainty on the Bhabha measurements of ±0.5%. The luminosi-
ties used for the different selections correspond to those data for which all elements of
the detector essential to each specific analysis were fully functional. The criteria for the
selection of WW events are reviewed in section 2. Generally they follow those used for
the cross-section measurements at lower centre-of-mass energies [4,5,6], but for the 4-jet
final state a more efficient selection has been applied using a neural network, and the
selection of leptons has been modified to improve the efficiency for τ leptons. In section
3 the total cross-section and the branching fractions of the W boson are presented.
The cross-sections determined in this analysis correspond to W pair production
through the three doubly resonant tree-level diagrams (“CC03 diagrams” [7]) involv-
ing s-channel γ and Z exchange and t-channel ν exchange. The selection efficiencies were
defined with respect to these diagrams only and were determined using the full simulation
program DELSIM [8] with the PYTHIA 5.7 event generator [9]. In addition to the pro-
duction via the CC03 diagrams, the four-fermion final states corresponding to some decay
modes may be produced via other Standard Model diagrams involving either zero, one,
or two massive vector bosons. Corrections which account for the interference between the
CC03 diagrams and the additional diagrams are generally expected to be negligible at
this energy, except for final states with electrons or positrons. In these cases correction
factors were determined from simulation using the 4-fermion generator EXCALIBUR [10]
and were found to be consistent with unity within an uncertainty of ±2%.
2 Event selection and cross-sections
2.1 Fully hadronic final state
A feed-forward neural network (see e.g. [11,12]) was used to improve the selection
quality of W+W− → qqqq from 2-fermion (mainly Z/γ → qq) and 4-fermion background
(mainly ZZ → qq¯xx¯). Compared to an analysis based on sequential cuts [6], the selection
efficiency for the signal was increased by about 10% for the same purity. The network is
based on the JETNET package [13], uses the standard back-propagation algorithm, and
consists of three layers with 13 input nodes, 7 hidden nodes and one output node.
A preselection of the events was performed with the following criteria:
• a reconstructed effective centre-of-mass energy [14] √s′ > 115 GeV;
• 4 or more reconstructed jets when clustering with LUCLUS [15] at djoin = 4.0 GeV/c;
• total particle multiplicity ≥ 3 for each jet.
2Each event was forced into a 4-jet configuration. The following jet and event observables
were chosen as input variables, taking into account previous neural network studies to
optimize input variables for the WW and 2-fermion separation [16]:
1. the difference between the maximum and minimum jet energy after a 4C fit, imposing
4-momentum conservation on the event;
2. the minimum angle between two jets after the 4C fit;
3. the value of djoin from the cluster algorithm LUCLUS for the migration of 4 jets into
3 jets;
4. the minimum particle multiplicity of all jets;
5. the reconstructed effective centre-of-mass energy
√
s′;
6. the maximum probability (for all possible jet pairings) for a 2C fit (two objects with
W -mass);
7. thrust;
8. sphericity;
9. the mean rapidity of all particles with respect to the thrust axis;
10. the sum of the cubes of the magnitudes of the momenta of the 7 highest momentum
particles
∑7
i=1 |~pi|3;
11. the minimum jet broadening Bmin [17];
12. the Fox-Wolfram-moment H3 [18];
13. the Fox-Wolfram-moment H4.
The training of the neural network was performed with 3500 signal events (WW →
qq¯qq¯) and 3500 Z/γ → qq¯ background events simulated with the PYTHIA 5.7 event gen-
erator. Afterwards the network output was calculated for other independent samples of
simulatedWW , Z/γ and ZZ events and for the real data. Figure 1 shows the distribution
of the neural network output for data and simulated events.
For each bin the fractional efficiencies of the selection of WW decays and the back-
ground contributions were estimated from simulation. Events were finally retained if
the neural network output variable was larger than -0.5. The resulting selection efficien-
cies for the WW channels are listed in the second column of Table 1 together with the
estimated backgrounds.
efficiencies for selected channels
channel jjjj jjeν jjµν jjτν
qq¯qq¯ 0.887 0. 0. 0.018
qq¯eν 0.009 0.661 0. 0.115
qq¯µν 0.004 0. 0.865 0.056
qq¯τν 0.028 0.039 0.034 0.491
background (pb) 1.788 0.159 0.075 0.437
selected events 1298 259 328 324
luminosity (pb−1) 154.35 153.94
Table 1: Selection efficiencies, background and data for the hadronic and semileptonic
final states.
A relative uncertainty on the efficiency of ±0.6% was estimated from the following
studies:
• Comparison of the simulation with real data, which were taken at a centre-of-mass
energy of 91.2 GeV with the same detector and trigger configuration and analysed
3DELPHI   dataWW → qqqq
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4-fermion background
2-fermion background
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Figure 1: Distribution of the neural network output variable for 4-jet events. The
points show the data and the histograms are the predicted distributions for signal and
background. Events to the right of the vertical arrow were accepted for the event sample.
with the same reconstruction software as the 189 GeV data. For this comparison,
the technique of mixing Lorentz-boosted Z events was used, which transformed
two independent hadronic Z decays into a pseudo W pair event by applying an
appropriate boost to the particles of each Z decay. In this study a difference of
0.17% was observed.
• Variation of the efficiency using different hadronization models (JETSET 7.4 [9] and
ARIADNE [19]) giving 0.59%. Within this error variations of the efficiency from
different modelling of Bose-Einstein correlations in the generator were found to be
negligable; this is also expected for final state interactions between quarks from
different W bosons (“Colour Reconnection”).
The cross-section for the expected total background was estimated from the simula-
tions to be (1.79 ± 0.09) pb. The main contribution (1.42 pb) comes from qq¯(γ) events
with gluon radiation, the rest from non-WW 4-fermion final states. The systematic un-
certainty on the background was estimated from the variation of the selection efficiencies
for the different backgrounds when different hadronization models were used (JETSET
7.4 and ARIADNE). A total uncertainty of ±5% was estimated from this variation (4.5%)
and from differences between data and simulation due to imperfections of the generator
models. Furthermore, the influences of the different parameters of the neural network
structure, its learning algorithm, and of the preselection have been investigated and found
to be negligible.
A total of 1298 events were selected in the data sample. The cross-section for fully
hadronic events was obtained from a binned maximum likelihood fit to the distribution
4of the neural network output variable above -0.5, taking into account the expected back-
ground in each bin. The result is
σqqqqWW = σ
tot
WW × BR(WW → qq¯qq¯) = 7.36± 0.26 (stat)± 0.10 (syst) pb,
where BR(WW → qq¯qq¯) is the probability for the WW pair to give a purely hadronic
final state. The first error is statistical and the second is systematic. The systematic
error includes contributions from the uncertainties on efficiency and background, and on
the luminosity.
2.2 Semileptonic final state
Events in which one of the W bosons decays into lν and the other one into quarks
are characterized by two hadronic jets, one isolated lepton (coming either directly from
the W decay or from the cascade decay W → τν → eννν or µννν) or a low multiplicity
jet due to a τ decay, and missing momentum resulting from the neutrino. The major
background comes from qq¯(γ) production and from four-fermion final states containing
two quarks and two leptons of the same flavour.
Events were required to show hadronic activity (at least 6 charged particles), to have
a total visible energy of at least 50 GeV and to be compatible with a 3-jet topology
on application of the LUCLUS [15] clustering algorithm with a value of djoin between 2
and 20 GeV/c. A lepton had to be found in the event according to one of the following
criteria:
• a single charged particle identified as described in [5] as an electron or a muon, and
with at least 5 GeV of energy;
• a single charged particle of momentum, p, above 5 GeV/c, not identified as a lepton,
but isolated from other particles by p · θiso > 100 GeV/c·degrees, where θiso is the
angle formed with the closest charged particle with a momentum of at least 1 GeV/c;
• a low multiplicity jet (with less than 4 charged particles) with an energy above
5 GeV, polar angle of its axis with respect to the beam axis between 20◦ and 160◦,
and with at least 15% of its energy carried by charged particles.
When several candidate leptons with the same flavour were found in the event, the one
with highest p · θiso (single-track case) or smallest opening angle (jet case) was chosen.
Tests on WW simulation show that the correct lepton was chosen in more than 99% of
the ambiguous events.
Events not compatible with a 3-jet topology or with the lepton too close to fragmen-
tation products or inside a hadronic jet were recovered by looking for particles inside
jets with energy above 30 GeV and identified as electrons or muons. In this case addi-
tional cuts were imposed on the impact parameter of the lepton with respect to the beam
spot and on the angles which the missing momentum formed with respect to the beam
direction and the lepton itself.
The background contribution arising from the radiative return to the Z peak was
highly suppressed by rejecting events with the direction of the missing momentum close
to the beam axis or with a detected photon with an energy above 50 GeV. The cut on
the polar angle of the missing momentum was tighter for qq¯τν candidate events. The
four-fermion neutral current background (qq¯ll¯) was suppressed by rejecting those events
in which a second isolated and energetic lepton of the same flavour as the main candidate
was found. Non-resonant contributions to the qq¯lν final state were reduced by requiring
5the invariant mass of the hadronic system to be larger than 20 GeV/c2 and of the lepton-
missing momentum system to be larger than 10 GeV/c2.
The different leptonic decays were classified in the following way:
• WW → qq¯µν
The lepton was identified as a muon. The contamination from qq¯τν with τ → µνν
was suppressed by requiring that, if the muon momentum was below 45 GeV/c,
either the missing mass in the event was below 55 GeV/c2, or the fitted mass from a
2C kinematic fit with both W bosons constrained to have the same mass was above
75 GeV/c2.
• WW → qq¯eν
The lepton was identified as an electron. A cut on the aplanarity of the event, defined
as the angle between the lepton direction and the plane of the two jets, was applied
in order to reduce radiative and non-radiative QCD background. The contribution
from the process ee→ Zee was reduced by imposing requirements on the invariant
mass of the electron and the missing momentum (assumed to be a single electron in
the beam pipe). A procedure identical to that just described for the muon channel
was then applied to reduce the contamination of qq¯τν events.
• WW → qq¯τν
The event was not classified as an electron or a muon decay. In order to suppress
the background from e+e− annihilations into qq¯(γ), events containing a 1-prong
candidate τ had to have aplanarity above 20◦. For multi-prong τ events a cut on
the effective centre-of-mass energy
√
s′ was added, requiring it to be between 105
and 175 GeV. In both cases the hadronic system was rescaled to the beam energy
and cuts were applied to reject very low (less than 15 GeV/c2) and very high (more
than 90 GeV/c2) invariant masses in the resulting jet-jet system or lepton-missing
momentum system.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of the momentum of the selected leptons compared
with the expectations from the simulation of signal and backgrounds. The numbers of
selected events, efficiencies and backgrounds for each lepton flavour are shown in Table 1.
The efficiencies include corrections to account for an imperfect description of the misiden-
tification of electrons or muons as taus in the simulation, for which an uncertainty of 1.0%
for electrons and 0.6% for muons has been taken into account in the determination of
the W branching ratios. The overall efficiency of the selection of WW → qq¯lν events
was estimated to be (75.4 ± 0.7)%, varying significantly with lepton type: 92% for µ,
78% for e and 56% for τ (see Table 1). The total expected background was estimated
to be (671 ± 40) fb. The errors on efficiency and background include all systematic
uncertainties.
A total of 911 events were selected as semileptonic W decays; the number of events
observed in the different lepton channels was found to be consistent with lepton univer-
sality. With the values given in Table 1 for selected events, efficiencies and backgrounds,
and assuming lepton universality, a likelihood fit yields a cross-section:
σlνqqWW = σ
tot
WW ×BR(WW → lνqq¯) = 6.77± 0.26(stat)± 0.12(syst) pb.
The systematic error includes contributions from efficiency and background, four-fermion
interference in the electron channel, imperfect track reconstruction description in the
simulation and uncertainty in the luminosity measurement.
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Figure 2: Distribution of the lepton momentum for semileptonic events. The points show
the data and the histograms are the predicted distributions for signal and background.
The latter includes small contributions from other WW channels.
2.3 Fully leptonic final state
Events in which both W bosons decay into lν are characterized by low multiplicity, a
clean two-jet topology with two energetic, acollinear and acoplanar leptons of opposite
charge, and with large missing momentum and energy. The relevant backgrounds are
di-leptons from e+e− → Z(γ), Bhabha scattering, two-photon collisions, Ze+e−, ZZ and
single W events.
The selection was performed in three steps. First a leptonic preselection was made
followed by µ/e/τ identification in both jets. Finally different cuts were applied for each
channel to reject the remaining background, which was different in each case.
The leptonic preselection aimed to select a sample enriched in leptonic events. All
particles in the event were clustered into jets using the LUCLUS algorithm [15] (djoin =
6.5 GeV/c) and only events with two reconstructed jets, containing at least one charged
particle each, were retained. A charged particle multiplicity between 2 and 6 was required
and at least one jet had to have only one charged particle. The leading particle (that
with the largest momentum) in each jet was required to have polar angle | cos θl |< 0.98.
In order to reduce the background from two-photon collisions and radiative di-lepton
events, the event acoplanarity, θacop, defined as the acollinearity of the two jet directions
projected onto the plane perpendicular to the beam axis, had to be above 5◦. In addition,
the total momentum transverse to the beam direction, Pt, had to exceed 4% of the centre-
of-mass energy
√
s. The associated electromagnetic energy for both leading particles was
required to be less than 0.4 · √s to reject Bhabha scattering.
For this sample each particle was identified as µ, e or hadron. Slightly different criteria
for lepton identification were applied, depending on whether the particle was in the barrel
7region (43◦ < θ < 137◦), in the forward region (θ < 37◦ or θ > 143◦), or in between. A
particle was identified as a muon if at least one hit in the muon chambers was associated
to it, or if it had deposited energy in the outermost layer of the hadron calorimeter;
in addition the energy deposited in the other layers had to be compatible with that
from a minimum ionizing particle. For the identification of a particle as an electron
the energies deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeters, in the different layers of the
hadron calorimeter, and in addition the energy loss in the time projection chamber were
used. A lepton was identified as a cascade decay from W → τντ if the momentum was
lower than 20 GeV/c.
After the preselection and the channel identification, different cuts were applied de-
pending on the channel in order to reject the remaining background. For all channels
except WW → µνµν, the visible energy of the particles with | cos θ |< 0.9 had to exceed
0.06 · √s. For all channels with at least one W decaying into τν, the invariant mass of
each jet had to be below 3 GeV/c2, the momentum of the leading particle of a candidate
τ jet below 0.4 · √s, and θacop above 9◦. In addition the following criteria were required
for the individual channels:
• WW → eνeν
The most important background comes from radiative Bhabha scattering. Therefore
a cut on the neutral energy was imposed, and the acoplanarity had to be greater
than 7◦. In addition a minimum transverse energy was required and the momenta
of both leading particles had to be less than 45% of the centre-of-mass energy.
• WW → µνµν
In order to reject radiative di-muon events, the transverse energy was required to
satisfy 0.2 · √s < Et < 0.8 ·
√
s, and the neutral energy had to be less than 2 GeV.
• WW → τντν
In order to reduce remaining background from Z(γ)-decays and from γγ → ℓℓ pro-
cesses, tighter cuts were applied on the acoplanarity, the transverse momentum and
the total transverse energy of the jets. Finally the acollinearity was required to be
between 10◦ and 150◦.
• WW → eνµν
The neutral energy was required to be less than 20 GeV.
• WW → τνeν
A minimum transverse energy was required. If one of the leading particles was not in
the barrel region, additional cuts on the momentum of each leading particle and on
the acollinearity were applied to reduce the background from two-photon collisions.
• WW → τνµν
The acoplanarity was required to be greater than 11◦ if at least one leading particle
was outside the barrel region.
The distribution of the acoplanarity angle, after having applied all cuts except the one
on the acoplanarity, is shown in Figure 3. The numbers of selected events, efficiencies
and backgrounds in each channel are shown in Table 2. The overall lνlν efficiency was
(62.9±1.6) %. The efficiencies have been corrected to account for an imperfect simulation
of the misidentification of electrons and muons as tau leptons in a similar way as for the
semileptonic channel, and the uncertainty in the track reconstruction efficiency is taken
into account in the total systematic error. Inefficiencies of the trigger are estimated to
be ≤ 0.1%. The residual background from non-W and single-W events is 0.134± 0.032
pb, where the error includes all systematic effects introduced by the selection criteria.
A total of 183 events were selected in the data sample; the number of events observed
in the different di-lepton channels was found to be consistent with lepton universality.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the acoplanarity angle for fully-leptonic events. The points
show the data and the histograms are the predicted distributions for signal and back-
ground.
With the values given in Table 2 for the selected events, efficiencies and backgrounds,
and assuming lepton universality, a likelihood fit yields a cross-section
σℓνℓνWW = σ
tot
WW × BR(WW → ℓνℓν) = 1.68± 0.14 (stat)± 0.07 (syst) pb.
The systematic error has contributions from the efficiency and background determina-
tion, four-fermion interferences in the final states with electrons and from the measure-
ment of the luminosity.
efficiencies for selected channels
channel τντν τνeν τνµν eνeν eνµν µνµν
τντν 0.252 0.069 0.083 0.005 0.008 0.003
τνeν 0.040 0.433 0.012 0.044 0.057 0.
τνµν 0.019 0.008 0.540 0.0 0.043 0.047
eνeν 0.005 0.114 0. 0.474 0. 0.
eνµν 0.004 0.038 0.090 0.001 0.589 0.
µνµν 0.001 0. 0.058 0. 0.002 0.655
background (pb) 0.020 0.038 0.026 0.030 0.006 0.014
selected events 15 40 43 20 38 27
luminosity (pb−1) 153.81
Table 2: Selection efficiencies, background and data for the fully leptonic final states.
93 Determination of total cross-section and branching
fractions
The total cross-section for WW production and the W leptonic branching fractions
were obtained from likelihood fits to the numbers of events observed in each final state.
The input numbers are those given in Tables 1 and 2, except for the fully hadronic final
state where the binned distribution of the neural network output was used.
From all the final states combined, the leptonic branching fractions with their cor-
relation matrix were obtained as shown in Table 3. They are consistent with lepton
universality. The fit was repeated assuming lepton universality, and the results for the
leptonic and derived hadronic branching fraction are also given in Table 3. The hadronic
branching fraction is in agreement with the Standard Model prediction of 0.675.
Assuming the other parameters of the Standard Model, i.e. elements |Vud|, |Vus|,
|Vub|, |Vcd| and |Vcb| of the CKM matrix, lepton couplings to W bosons, and the strong
coupling constant αS, to be fixed at the values given in [20], the measured hadronic
branching fraction can be converted [21] into
|Vcs| = 1.001± 0.040 (stat)± 0.020 (syst),
where the uncertainties of the Standard Model parameters are included in the systematic
error.
The total cross-section for WW production, with the assumption of Standard Model
values for all branching fractions, was found to be
σtotWW = 15.83± 0.38 (stat)± 0.20 (syst) pb.
This result is shown in figure 4 together with the measurements at lower centre-of-mass
energies [4,5,6], and with the Standard Model prediction using GENTLE [22].
The measurement of the branching fractions can be improved by combining the present
measurement with those at lower centre-of-mass energies [4,5,6]. These results, obtained
conservatively assuming full correlation of systematics between different energies, are
summarized in Table 4.
4 Summary
From a data sample of 155 pb−1 integrated luminosity, collected by DELPHI in
e+e−collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 188.63 GeV, the individual leptonic branch-
ing fractions were found to be in agreement with lepton universality and the W hadronic
branching fraction was measured to be
BR(W → qq¯) = 0.680± 0.008(stat)± 0.004(syst),
in agreement with the Standard Model prediction of 0.675 and compatible with measure-
ments at lower energies by other LEP experiments [23,24,25]. The total cross-section for
the doubly resonant WW process was measured to be
σtotWW = 15.83± 0.38(stat)± 0.20(syst) pb,
assuming Standard Model branching fractions.
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channel branching fraction stat. error syst. error syst. from QCD bkg
W → eν 0.1019 0.0064 0.0025 0.0005
W → µν 0.1076 0.0056 0.0012 0.0005
W → τν 0.1109 0.0087 0.0031 0.0003
Correlations W → eν W → µν W → τν
W → eν 1.00 -0.02 -0.39
W → µν -0.02 1.00 -0.29
W → τν -0.39 -0.29 1.00
assuming lepton universality
channel branching fraction stat. error syst. error syst. from QCD bkg
W → ℓν 0.1066 0.0028 0.0013 0.0004
W → hadrons 0.6803 0.0084 0.0040 0.0013
Table 3: W branching fractions from 189 GeV data and correlation matrix for the
leptonic branching fractions. The uncertainty from the QCD background (column 5) is
included in the systematic error (column 4).
channel branching fraction stat. error syst. error syst. from QCD bkg
W → eν 0.1018 0.0054 0.0026 0.0005
W → µν 0.1092 0.0048 0.0012 0.0006
W → τν 0.1105 0.0075 0.0032 0.0004
Correlations W → eν W → µν W → τν
W → eν 1.00 -0.02 -0.38
W → µν -0.02 1.00 -0.30
W → τν -0.38 -0.30 1.00
assuming lepton universality
channel branching fraction stat. error syst. error syst. from QCD bkg
W → ℓν 0.1071 0.0024 0.0014 0.0005
W → hadrons 0.6789 0.0073 0.0043 0.0015
Table 4: W branching fractions from the combined 161, 172, 183 and 189 GeV data and
correlation matrix for the leptonic branching fractions. The uncertainty from the QCD
background (column 5) is included in the systematic error (column 4).
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